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The following text is a summary about the 10 “from-to propositions” developed by Prof. ‘t Hart 
during his wrap up and conclusions in the framework of the EPSA 2017 final events. These 
propositions were based on the 12 nominated EPSA 2017 finalists as well as Prof. ‘t Hart’s 
impressions from discussions during the EPSA Café. 

1. The EPSA 2017 nominees displayed a shift from a rules-based and procedure-based culture 
towards a value and outcome-focused culture, which also entails a strong client-focus. 

2. Moreover, the practices moved away from the traditional way of decomposing “problems” 
and of looking only for solutions for each of the separate components towards a systems-
thinking culture. There is a shift from decomposition towards integration. 

3. A trend can be observed away from including only the “usual suspects” as stakeholders for 
shaping policies and projects towards creative coalitions to tap into the wide diversity of 
society and actors for designing inclusive and holistic solutions. 

4. Moreover, the best practices displayed many examples of thinking differently about money. 
The lack of money or even crisis situation was sometimes seen as an opportunity to create 
completely new services or to re-think an organisation. 

5. Shifts could be observed from a hierarchical and paternalistic attitude towards network-
based ways of working, which are open to ideas and the contribution from the private sector 
and responsive towards society. There is a move towards a form of facilitated government 
where government is not the only service provider, but brings relevant actors together and 
empowers them to provide themselves solutions. 

6. In general, competence and power assumed a different form in many of the nominated 
projects. It is often the soft power (e.g. power of persuasion or power to convene) that 
gained more importance for initiating and implementing new ideas and projects than hard 
power. 

7. There is a development from “measuring all we can” towards “triggering reflection on” and 
“measuring what we must”. 

8. In addition, projects displayed a strong attitude from “governing for the people” towards 
“governing with the people” and the idea of “co-...” (as in co-operation, co-design or co-
creation). 

9. A shift from “playing not to lose” towards “playing to create value” was visible in many of the 
nominees. This entails a shift from a traditional public administrative approach of minimising 
risks and controlling towards looking for the added-value for society in the way and the kind 
of services provided, regulations and decision-making processes. 

10. The EPSA 2017 finalists displayed clearly the attitude of moving away from the comfort zone 
into a learning zone. They managed to break away from well-established routines in order to 
innovate. 

 

Apart from these propositions, all initiatives could be treated as cases of public leadership – 
leadership as an activity for seducing systems to change themselves. Often, nominees mentioned 
sentences like “To make change thinkable, we went out and listened”, which shows the shift towards 



client-centredness that many projects displayed and the involvement of manifold actors in co-
creating new processes and initiatives. In addition, a certain degree of criticism and dissatisfaction 
with the current situation was at that start of many projects for their innovation, as well as the belief 
that things could be done better. Finally, in order to get change adapted and enacted, civil servants 
need to obtain the “license to innovate”, which means getting support from relevant political 
stakeholders.  

 

 


